Potential for assessing quality of protein structure based on contact number prediction.
We developed a novel knowledge-based residue environment potential for assessing the quality of protein structures in protein structure prediction. The potential uses the contact number of residues in a protein structure and the absolute contact number of residues predicted from its amino acid sequence using a new prediction method based on a support vector regression (SVR). The contact number of an amino acid residue in a protein structure is defined by the number of residues around a given residue. First, the contact number of each residue is predicted using SVR from an amino acid sequence of a target protein. Then, the potential of the protein structure is calculated from the probability distribution of the native contact numbers corresponding to the predicted ones. The performance of this potential is compared with other score functions using decoy structures to identify both native structure from other structures and near-native structures from nonnative structures. This potential improves not only the ability to identify native structures from other structures but also the ability to discriminate near-native structures from nonnative structures.